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romantic comedy beautifully filmed in the snowy mountains of Leh Ladakh, Shimla Hills and Amp;
"sarson ke khet" Punjab. Many of these films have won several national awards, and Southerners have
received Academy Award nominations for supporting roles. At the same time, alarmist rumors began

to circulate in the Hindu press. The Bombay Mirror reported on several occasions that there was a
notice posted in the Indian sector stating that all suicides in Penjistan must be registered and that
potential victims could be in danger.A number of newspapers acknowledged that this rumor was

false, but as a means of intimidation, the "poor Indians" aroused the ire of the population and
attracted new crowds of petitioners to the Punjab. The Japanese military authorities did not intervene
in what was happening, and no military personnel were involved in the conflict. While the people of
Panjal were shocked, the Japanese authorities ignored the alarm. The defenders of Panjshat cited the

words of the American engineer Edward Carpius, who took part in the restoration of Panjim, who
said: "There is no electricity in Penj and the Japanese cut it off to force us to leave the city."

Sculptures of Brahma warriors, which were installed in Pahlavi, were damaged during an earthquake
in March 2006. The paths leading to the small statues were destroyed and the Shiva statue in the
center of the shrine was demolished. In 2006, Panjim was renamed Pushkar Hill (Brahmo City).

Pushkar Hill has become a popular walking area in the Prabhut Hills, and a green area has appeared
next to it, where fruits, vegetables, flowers are grown, and cattle are raised. The city authorities are

also carrying out the reconstruction of roads connecting Pushkan with the rest of the city. Panjshan is
an important industrial center with a developed textile industry, furniture production, production of
car tires, ammunition, ammunition, footwear and clothing. Shantrasta Pandjshata is India's largest
plucked string instrument factory, while Pashtan specializes in fertilizer production. The largest

enterprise is the SHARP agricultural machinery plant, producing
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